Despite its importance as the prime method for non-invasive assessment of human brain function, functional MRI (fMRI) was repeatedly challenged with regards to the validity of the fMRI-derived brain activation maps. Amygdala fMRI was particularly targeted, as the amygdala's anatomical position in the ventral brain combined with strong magnetic field inhomogeneities and proximity to large vessels pose considerable obstacles for robust activation mapping.
Abstract. Despite its importance as the prime method for non-invasive assessment of human brain function, functional MRI (fMRI) was repeatedly challenged with regards to the validity of the fMRI-derived brain activation maps. Amygdala fMRI was particularly targeted, as the amygdala's anatomical position in the ventral brain combined with strong magnetic field inhomogeneities and proximity to large vessels pose considerable obstacles for robust activation mapping.
In this high-resolution study performed at ultra-high field (7T) fMRI, we aimed at (1) investigating systematic replicability of amygdala group-level activation in response to an established emotion processing task by varying task instruction and acquisition parameters and (2) testing for intra-and intersession reliability.
At group-level, our results show statistically significant activation in bilateral amygdala and fusiform gyrus for each of the runs acquired. In addition, while fusiform gyrus activations are consistent across runs and sessions, amygdala activation levels show habituation effects across runs. This amygdala habituation effect is replicated in a session repeated two weeks later. Varying task instruction between matching emotions and matching persons does not change amygdala activation strength. Also, comparing two acquisition protocols with repetition times of either 700ms or 1400ms did not result in statistically significant differences of activation levels.
Regarding within-subject reliability of amygdala activation, despite considerable variance in individual habituation patterns, we report fair to good inter-session reliability for the first run and excellent reliability for averages over runs.
We conclude that high-resolution fMRI at 7T allows for robust mapping of amygdala activation in a broad range of variations. Our results of amygdala 7T fMRI are suitable to inform methodology and may encourage future studies to continue using emotion discrimination paradigms in clinical and non-clinical applications.
Introduction
Despite its tremendous success in revealing details on brain functioning, functional MRI has faced several challenges regarding validity in general and replicability in particular, see Nat Neurosci 20 (2017) . Most prominent among them are the possible use of invalid statistical thresholds yielding false positive study outcomes (Eklund et al., 2016) and a general publication bias, referring to a preference for reporting only statistically significant results, often in combination with low statistical power that are potentially overestimating the effect size (Button et al., 2013) .
These circumstances not only question the results of cognitive fMRI experiments, they are also of particular concern when fMRI experiments are used for investigating the efficacy of drug treatment schemes in psychiatry (Cremers et al., 2016; Duff et al., 2015; McGonigle et al., 2017; Nathan et al., 2014; Sheline et al., 2001; Sladky et al., 2015; Szczepanik et al., 2016) , psychotherapy (Huang et al., 2014; Marini et al., 2015; Siegle et al., 2006; Straub et al., 2015) or are investigated as therapeutic themselves like in neuro-feedback fMRI studies (Young et al., 2017) . Some fMRI activation patterns are even considered as biomarkers (e.g. Swartz et al. (2015) ). Misinterpreting fMRI study results could hinder detecting the real mechanism of action or identification of potential biomarkers leaving treatment chances for patients neglected.
Therefore studies that systematically vary conditions in order to investigate the exact boundaries of an fMRI task and its expected neural response are strongly needed.
According to Nichols et al. (2017) , the terms reproducibility, replicability and reliability are not used with consistent definitions in the community. In order to avoid confusion and misunderstandings in this regard, we use reproducibility as an umbrella term and would like to determine further terminology in this manuscript: When varying parameters (i.e. task instructions or acquisition protocol) and comparing group results, we are using the term replicability, in the sense of systematic replication as proposed by Schmidt (2009) . Reliability is referring to single-subject data compared over repeated sessions and its degree of concordance.
The amygdala has recently been in the focus of critique after amygdalar activation patterns have even been attributed to vascular artefacts (Boubela et al., 2015) . FMRI studies in health and disease concerning consistency of amygdala activations using fMRI led to heterogeneous results ranging between low and excellent test-retest reliability (Alcauter et al., 2014; Fournier et al., 2014; Johnstone et al., 2005; Manuck et al., 2007; Nord et al., 2017; Plichta et al., 2012; Schacher et al., 2006) . A large number of fMRI studies provided evidence for clear amygdalar involvement during emotional tasks (Breiter et al., 1996; Derntl et al., 2009; Siegle et al., 2002; Sladky et al., 2013) . This heterogeneity might be partly explained by the amygdala's strong adaptiveness, resulting for example in quicker and short-lived responses not being captured by long repetition times (Larson et al., 2006) .
Another challenge lies in the location of the amygdala in the medial part of the temporal pole, close to bone tissue and air-filled sinuses (Amunts et al., 2005; Nieuwenhuys et al., 2007) which -if not treated properly -renders it prone to massive susceptibility artefacts via a combination of geometric distortions and signal loss from intra-voxel dephasing (Merboldt et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 2004) . In small-sample group studies, it remains unclear if the reported amygdala effects might be caused by only those subjects whose individual anatomy allowed for sufficient amygdala signal quality. In a previous study we have shown an increase in signal quality (improved signal-to-noise-ratio) and percental signal change in the amygdala for 7 Tesla vs 3 Tesla fMRI. By using optimized imaging parameters it became possible to avoid intra-voxel dephasing effects which are due to magnetic field inhomogeneities around the sinuses (Sladky et al., 2013) . Furthermore, the reported amygdala activation changes could also be partly explained by an interaction between task-responses and general contextdependent effects, e.g. the amygdalar reactivity could be higher in novel situations (Balderston et al., 2011) , be transiently altered by stressful live situations (Van Wingen et al., 2012) and adopt gradually to the situation of the scanning session (Waraczynski, 2016) .
Besides the general critique on fMRI test-retest reliability, several factors may therefore be a source of variable outcomes in studies aiming for amygdala activation (Fischer et al., 2003; Merboldt et al., 2001; Sauder et al., 2013) : a) variability in subject compliance b) differences in image acquisition protocols, c) psychological effects related to task-repetition (e.g. habituation) and d) susceptibility artifacts.
In this study, we aimed to investigate on such sources of variance by employing an adapted version of the well-established emotion discrimination task (EDT) where subjects had to match facial emotion by selecting one of two faces that showed the same emotion as a probe face (Hariri et al. (2002) ).
First, we systematically varied task instructions by including two different sets of instructions on the way they should process facial stimuli. In one condition, subjects were instructed to match emotions of the faces presented (similar to the original paradigm of Hariri and colleagues). In the other condition, subjects were required to match persons instead of emotions. Thereby, we tested for possible differences in amygdala activation across varying processing levels, which is especially important in psychiatric populations where emotion recognition and attentional levels might be compromised or when instructions could be misunderstood.
Second, we examined the potential impact of sequence parameter choice, i.e. timing. We measured half of runs with a TR of 1.4s and whole-brain coverage and the other half at 0.7s and a smaller field of view (though still covering the temporal lobes).
Third, in order to investigate the influence of task repetition within and across sessions on amygdala activity, subjects had to perform six runs (three for each TR) within a session and underwent a re-test session two weeks later. Using a total of 12 runs per subject we assess changes in amygdala activation over three repeated runs, two sessions and across varying instruction and acquisition parameters. Finally, we were employing 7-Tesla fMRI using a sequence that was shown to overcome perisinal susceptibility issues (Sladky et al., 2013) .
Within this systematic replication study, we aimed to go beyond direct replication by controlling procedural factors that could lead to a change in study outcomes. We therefore employed the following factors of systematic variability:
(1) task instruction, (2) repetition time, and (3) repeated runs and one re-test session.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Fourteen healthy volunteers (7f/7m, mean age: 25.3 ± 3.0 years) were recruited from the general public to participate in this study. All subjects were righthanded, with no self-reported history of neurological or psychiatric disorders.
Participants were asked to refrain from caffeine, alcohol and nicotine 6 hours prior to the examinations. All subjects were financially reimbursed and did not face any negative consequences from early withdrawal from the study. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the Medical University of Vienna and in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. After giving informed written consent to participate in the study, all subjects completed a PANAS questionnaire directly before and then after each examination session. All subjects were scanned twice within a time interval of approximately two weeks (mean ± standard deviation: 14.5 ± 2.3 days) in the afternoon.
Task
Subjects were examined using an extended version of the emotion discrimination task (EDT), a paradigm well-known to activate brain regions associated with face recognition and emotion processing (Sabatinelli et al., 2005) . Subjects are presented with three emotional faces, one on top and two on the bottom (in a triangular configuration), and are required to match the top face to one of the bottom faces during that task. In the standard EDT task (further referred to as MATCH EMOTIONS, Hariri et al. (2002) ), the subjects are presented with three images showing faces, and are asked to match the facial emotional expressions. An object discrimination task (MATCH OBJECTS) is used as control condition. In this task, subjects are presented with shapes of polygons on a skin-toned background of blurred facial information and asked to match the number of corners of the polygons to the target one. In this study, we added an additional variation of the EDT referred to as MATCH PERSONS condition, where subjects were instructed to match facial identities instead of emotional expressions, while being presented with the same visual stimuli as in the MATCH EMOTIONS condition. The task was set up as a block-design, where a fixation cross was shown for 8 seconds as baseline condition, followed by a screen explaining the subsequent task block (MATCH EMOTIONS, MATCH PERSONS, MATCH OBJECTS) for 3 seconds and the corresponding task block with a duration of 20 seconds. The task setup is shown schematically in Figure 1 . Each condition block was repeated three times per run. Each task block had a duration of 20 seconds and was followed by 11 seconds of rest, where a fixation cross was shown to the subjects for 8 seconds, and the instruction for the next task block was shown for 3 seconds (MATCH EMOTIONS, MATCH PERSONS, MATCH OBJECTS).
During the task, images were displayed using a video projector on a screen at the head end of the scanner. Face triplets were randomly combined at runtime and presented using a Python script. Subjects were able to respond via button-press using an MRI-compatible response box. After button-press or if the subject failed to respond within 5 seconds, subjects were presented with a new triplet of images.
The face images were taken from the Radboud Faces Database (Langner et al., 2010) and showed faces of Caucasian males and females. The presented faces expressed the seven basic emotions according to Ekman (1992), namely anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, contempt, as well as a neutral expression. Each of the three task blocks was repeated three times per run. The order of task blocks was randomized for each subject to avoid order effects.
Data Acquisition
Data was acquired on a SIEMENS Magnetom 7 Tesla whole-body MR scanner, using a 32-channel head coil with the CMRR multiband EPI (MB-factor=3) sequence (Moeller et al., 2010) , and two different parameter sets with varying times of repetition (TR) and fields of view (FOV). For simplicity, we refer to the different parameter sets by their TR, i.e. TR=1.4s and TR=0.7s. For TR=1.4s, echo time (TE) was 23ms and 78 slices with a spatial resolution of 1.5×1.5×1mm³ and 0.25mm slice gap (FOV=192x192x97.5mm³) were acquired at a flip angle of 62° and a bandwidth of 1447 Hz/px. For TR=0.7s, TE and in-plane resolution were kept identical to the TR=1.4s runs, but the number of slices was reduced to 39, with slice gaps increased to 0.5mm (FOV=192x192x58.5mm³). As demonstrated in Figure 2 , while TR=1.4s allowed for whole-brain imaging, TR=0.7s was optimised for speed but still allowed for covering all regions of interest (inferior temporal lobe up to corpus callosum). The sequence order was counterbalanced across subjects and sessions.
Runs were repeated three times for each of the two acquisition parameter sets (TR=1.4s/TR=0.7s) and two sessions (session 1/session 2), therefore resulting in a total of 12 runs for each subject. allowed for whole-brain coverage (yellow+green). For TR=0.7s, the number of slices was reduced and the limited FOV was positioned to cover all regions of interest (yellow).
Pre-processing
Functional data pre-processing included de-spiking (AFNI), slice-timing correction (FSL) (Sladky et al., 2011) , distortion correction (FSL fugue), bias-field correction (ANTs), realignment (FSL), normalization to MNI space (ANTs), and smoothing with a 6mm FWHM Gaussian kernel (FSL). For optimal normalization results and to ensure comparability over runs, all runs for each subject were coregistered (ANTs) to a mean EPI over all runs with whole-brain coverage (TR=1.4s); the normalization parameters were calculated using this mean image and applied to all runs. Finally, the first 5 principal components of white matter (WM) and ventricle (CSF) time courses were extracted for nuisance regression.
For further information on detailed preprocessing parameters, see Supplementary Information (S5).
Data Analysis
First-level and second-level analyses were conducted in SPM12, post-hoc tests and correlations on ROI results were calculated using MATLAB. Habituation effects across runs were assessed by calculating linear regression slopes of the effect sizes (parameter estimates) for each subject and testing these slopes for group-wise statistical significance using one-sided, one-sample t-tests.
For analysing the influence of task repetition on group-level results, we calculated the spatial correlation of whole-brain second-level activation maps for each run over both sessions. The degree of similarity between first and second session was quantified by calculating the correlation coefficient of the wholebrain beta contrast maps (MATCH EMOTIONS > MATCH OBJECTS) of the first, second and third run in the first session with their respective counterpart in the second session.
For investigations on within-subject reliability, we calculated voxel-based ICC maps and ROI-based ICC values based on means within four-voxel diameter spheres (see above). ICC values (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) are widely used for reliability analysis. Specifically, we used the ICC(3,1) implementation to assess activation reliability across sessions. This was done for each of the three runs per session (i.e. first run of first session compared to first run of second session, etc.) and for run-averaged maps (mean contrast estimates of first and second run of first session compared to mean contrast estimates of first and second run of second session, etc.). In accordance with Fleiss (1986) , we denote ICC values below 0.4 as poor, from 0.4 to 0.59 as fair, 0.60 to 0.75 as good, and above 0.75 as excellent. In addition, Pearson correlation values were calculated in the same manner and included in the supplement (Table S3 ). We furthermore added ICCs for behavioural reaction times and habituation effects in the supplementary material (S1 and S2).
In order to investigate potential differences related to sequence parameter choice, i.e. TR=1.4s vs TR=0.7s, we compared beta-values, normalized to percent signal change, within the first run of the first session for the MATCH EMOTIONS > MATCH OBJECTS contrast. The data was visualised using MATLAB's boxplot function. We additionally calculated contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) according to Geissler et al. (2007) in order to evaluate data quality for both TRs. We therefore calculated the square root of residual sum-of-squares as an estimate for the standard deviation. The CNR was computed dividing the beta contrast of interest by estimated standard deviation for each subject. We report CNR mean and standard deviation over subjects.
Results
Behavioural data
Mean Reaction times for the different task conditions per run and session are given in Table 1 . 
Across Task Instructions
Contrasts of MATCH EMOTIONS and MATCH PERSONS vs control (MATCH OBJECTS) yielded similar activation patterns in the core task regions amygdala and fusiform gyrus (Figure 3) . Importantly, no significant differences in activation levels were found in these core regions between conditions. Regarding DLPFC, however, the MATCH EMOTIONS contrast showed stronger activation ( 
Across Imaging Sequences
To account for possible influence of EPI acquisition parameter choices, we compared single-subject contrasts (MATCH EMOTIONS > MATCH OBJECTS, first run of each imaging parameter set in the first session) across imaging parameter sets (TR=1.4s, TR=0.7s). Activation in bilateral amygdalae and fusiform gyri was detected in each data set, irrespective of acquisition parameter choice, and no significant difference in response amplitudes was found (Figure 5) 
Across Runs and Sessions
Using 7T ultra-high field whole brain EPI (TR=1.4s), we revealed statistically significant activation changes in bilateral amygdalae and fusiform cortices in all recorded runs for the contrast MATCH EMOTIONS > MATCH OBJECTS on the group-level (see Figure 6 and Table 2 ). While there was a significant response in the bilateral orbito-frontal cortex (OFC) during the first run of the first session, this effect is not present in all the following sessions and runs. The degree of similarity between first and second session, quantified as correlation over sessions of the second-level whole-brain contrast maps of the MATCH EMOTIONS > MATCH OBJECTS condition, revealed excellent reproducibility with values of r=0.863 for the first run, r=0.898 in the second run and r=0.866 for the third run, respectively.
To further investigate reproducibility of whole-brain task-induced activation changes across runs, we binarised each of the six group-level SPMs (corresponding to the six runs). The sum over these binarised maps resulted in an overlap map of all 6 runs representing the number of runs (colour-coded)
where each voxel was activated above threshold (Figure 7 As illustrated above, amygdalae and fusiform gyri show supra-threshold activation in each run. Effect sizes across runs and sessions for both ROIs are shown in Figure 8 . Both right and left amygdala activation levels exhibit statistically significant habituation for both sessions, while fusiform gyrus shows habituation effects for the right side and the second session only. All details are given in Table 3 . Notably, changes in amygdala activation levels are remarkably similar for both hemispheres and sessions (all between 0.12 and 0.16 per run). 
Long-term (inter-session) habituation
As shown in Table 4 , there is no significant inter-session habituation for single runs (slope between run 1 session 1 and run 1 session 2) in bilateral amygdala, fusiform gyrus and DLPFC. However, a comparison between the slopes for the mean activation changes between session 1 and 2 revealed a significant slope for the left amygdala. were found for bilateral amygdalae and both sessions, whereas fusiform gyrus showed habituation for the second session only (for details refer to Table 3 ). 
Within-subject reliability
Within-subject reliability was assessed by calculating ICC values over runs and sessions. ICC values for each ROI, based on one, two or three runs are shown in Table 5 and Figure 9 . A comparison of first run of both sessions shows a good reliability for right amygdala (ICC: 0.603) and fair reliability for left amygdala (ICC: 0.484). Correlating an average of first two runs already leads to good ICC values in both amygdalae (0.6565 and 0.6825), and reaching excellent reliability for averages of 3 runs (0.7912 and 0.7530). Voxel-wise ICC brain-maps are displayed in Figure 10 . 
Discussion
Within this study, we investigated the systematic replicability and reliability of fMRI activation during facial emotion processing, with particular focus on the amygdala. We acquired 7T fMRI data using two task instruction approaches, two image acquisition protocols and multiple repetitions across runs and sessions. In short, statistically significant group-level activation for amygdala and fusiform gyrus was found in each of the twelve runs. Inter-session reliability (singlesubject level) was fair to good for the first run and excellent for averages over runs.
Influence of task instruction
By varying task instructions, we accounted for possible differences in amygdala activation due to different cognitive processing strategies resulting from misunderstandings or even cognitive limitations. While presented with the same visual stimuli, subjects were instructed to either MATCH EMOTIONS, i.e. evoking intended emotional processing, or MATCH PERSONS, i.e. implying unintended emotional processing of face stimuli.
Former studies have used variations of the emotion discrimination task by introducing conditions such as age matching (Habel et al., 2007) , gender matching (Lange et al., 2003) , person matching (Dannlowski et al., 2012; Lois et al., 2018; Pezawas et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2017; Swartz et al., 2015) as well as passive viewing of emotional faces (Lange et al., 2003; Lois et al., 2018) . Lois et al. (2018) found robust amygdala activation in both person matching and passive viewing, while in contrast, Lange et al. (2003) reported increased amygdala involvement during passive viewing compared to both age matching and emotion matching.
A large corpus of studies has shown amygdala activity in different age groups and neuro-psychiatric conditions (Dannlowski et al., 2012; Pezawas et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2017; Swartz et al., 2015) for person matching condition using fearful and angry faces exclusively In our study, we have found highly significant activation changes in amygdala and fusiform gyrus not only for emotion matching, but also for the person matching condition over basic emotions according to Ekman (1992) . While this corroborates the results of Lois et al. (2018) , it is in contrast to Habel et al. (2007) who reported higher activation in the amygdala during emotion attribution compared to age attribution. One explanation could be found in the fact that we used the identical visual stimuli in both instruction conditions, whereas seeing specific emotions as words may act as primer, trigger more emotional responses and therefore lead to stronger activation (Schlochtermeier et al., 2013) .
In contrast to Habel et al. (2007) and Lange et al. (2003) , which both reported differences in activation between conditions, we showed identical visual stimuli and only varied the instructions on how to process images, i.e. match persons versus match emotions. Between both conditions, we have found neither significant difference in amygdala activation nor in fusiform gyrus activation.
Given that identical stimuli with varying task instructions results in similar activation patterns (see Figure 3) we conclude that the EDT implementation used in this study should be applicable also in populations with limited compliance, such as trials with subjects suffering from psychiatric disorders, children and elderly, as well as populations with cognitive impairment or neurological problems (Pereira et al., 2016; Vanderwal et al., 2015) .
Regarding DLPFC, we found a significantly higher DLPFC activation during the MATCH EMOTIONS task compared to the MATCH PERSONS task, indicating that emotion discrimination is a cognitively more demanding task. The DLPFC has been associated with emotion regulation (Banks et al., 2007; Goldin et al., 2008; Mauss et al., 2007) and shown to be down-regulated in unipolar depression (Siegle et al., 2007) . We therefore suggest that DLPFC activation during the EDT is an indicator for intentional emotion processing and possible regulation strategies while amygdala activity increase might be a more basal response to emotive faces.
Influence of imaging sequence
An additional aspect in our study targeted the effects of differences in imaging protocols. We first chose an EPI protocol combining good temporal (1.4s) and high spatial resolution (78 slices, 1.5×1.5×1mm³) comparable to the current state-of-the-art for high-resolution 7T studies (Moeller et al., 2010; Triantafyllou et al., 2005) . A second protocol has been chosen to account for variations in imaging parameters throughout different neuroscience studies from different labs. Former studies have argued that shorter TRs at high spatial resolution increases SNR per time unit and increases BOLD sensitivity (Yoo et al., 2018) . To our knowledge this, however, has not been directly tested in an emotion discrimination paradigm yet.
As the necessity for altering imaging protocols towards higher sampling rates is particularly indicated in applications such as real-time fMRI (Lorenz et al., 2018) and brain computer interfaces (BCI), we have compared task-induced activation across two different acquisition parameter sets. By changing TR from 1400ms to 700ms, we doubled image acquisition frequency, but had to reduce the number of slices. A slight increase of slice gaps allowed us to ensure that slabs still covered temporal and occipital lobes. It must be noted that our comparison employed image acquisition protocols with high spatial resolution (voxel size 1.5x1.5x1mm³) to achieve high amygdala SNR through reduced intra-voxel dephasing effects (Merboldt et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 2004) . Such a combination of high-resolution acquisition and whole-brain coverage (including temporal lobes) in just 1.4s requires the use of multiband (MB) or simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) sequences.
As theorized by Murphy et al. (2007) , Yoo et al. (2018) demonstrated higher effect sizes by reduction of TR in the motor-network. Comparing lower and higher TRs in our study did not yield significant differences in fusiform gyrus and amygdala ROI activation levels. At the individual level, contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) were higher for longer vs shorter TR. Systematic variation of EPI parameters might help in the future to identify optimal sequence parameters for amygdalar activation acquisition. Importantly, as shown in Figure 5 group-level variance is similar for the two acquisition protocols investigated. Systematic reproducibility of emotional paradigms between different scanner site was demonstrated by Gee et al. (2015) for amygdala activations with travelling participants.
Influence of task repetition across runs and sessions
Each subject underwent fMRI scanning in two sessions, and each session comprised six runs of facial emotion processing. Our results clearly show statistically significant amygdala activation in each run for both sessions at group level. In addition, activation in the amygdala region does not follow the trajectory of the basal vein of Rosenthal (BVR). This result clearly indicates that our 7T activation maps are not a product of the venous confounds recently reported by Boubela et al. (2015) .
From our results we argue that the EDT task -as used herein -has the potential to increase amygdala activity and is thus suitable for clinical applications aiming at between and within-group comparisons, such as investigations on effects of pharmacotherapy (e.g. Duff et al. (2015) ) or psychotherapy (e.g. Marini et al. (2015) ).
Nevertheless, we also found that parameter estimate amplitudes decreased across runs within a session indicating intra-session habituation effects.
Habituation, i.e. a response decrease after repeated exposition is a highly adaptive mechanism, and habituation abnormalities are hypothesized to be at the core of various psychiatric disorders (McDiarmid et al., 2017) .
In the literature there is a differentiation between intra-and inter-session habituation. In healthy subjects, while some studies do not find a decrease of intra-session amygdala activation Infantolino et al., 2018; Sladky et al., 2012) , others do report amygdala habituation (Breiter et al., 1996; Fischer et al., 2003; Plichta et al., 2014) . Habituation patterns were also investigated in patient populations. In contrast to patients suffering from child sexual abuse related PTSD (van den Bulk et al., 2016) and social anxiety disorder (Sladky et al., 2012) , where increased amygdala habituation compared to healthy control groups was reported, the contrary effect was found in populations with autism spectrum disorder (Kleinhans et al., 2009; Swartz et al., 2013) and patients suffering from schizophrenia (Holt et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2013) . Gur et al. (2007) describe no habituation effects for schizophrenic subjects. Different patterns in habituation might partly be explained by the psychiatric condition itself.
Inter-session habituation effects have also been proposed. Johnstone et al. (2005) suggest that a distance of two weeks is sufficient to avoid habituation effects in the second session. In this regard, Spohrs et al. (2018) could recently not show any significant inter-session habituation effect in a re-test session after around three weeks. Also, Plichta et al. (2014) could not show any inter-session habituation effect in a re-measuring session after around two weeks. In our study we could also not show consistent inter-session habituation effect in the amygdala after a pause of two weeks when comparing first runs of each session.
Regarding reliability, on a single subject level habituation effects were not consistent indicated by variable slopes. This suggests that individual habituation effects might vary between sessions possibly due to differences in emotion regulation strategies (Morawetz et al., 2016) . Animal studies further suggest different habituation patterns for different subsets of neurons in the amygdala (Ben-Ari and La Salle, 1974; Herry et al., 2007) . Future research has to account for specific influencing factors on habituation such as the above-mentioned pathologies and personal differences per se. Furthermore, fMRI at high resolution might allow for insights in sub-nuclei specific habituation patterns..
Regarding within-subject reliability across sessions, we performed comprehensive correlation analyses. Based on the ICC results, we may conclude that the first run shows good/fair reliability for right/left amygdala activation levels. Averaging over two runs yields good reliability in both hemispheres. Even excellent reliability may be achieved by averaging across all three runs.
Behavioural data as reflected in reaction times did reveal a poor to good reliability in the match emotion conditions and a good to excellent reliability in the match persons condition. Concerning the relationship between reliability in behavioural and neuronal data White et al. (2016) suggests a mismatch between reliability of amygdalar connectivity and behavioural response in a dot probe paradigm. They thereby stress the dissociation between neural reactivity and response. Based on our finding, their results might be relativized in terms of task dependency. We could show here that matching faces results in better behavioral reliability than emotion matching.
Speculating on the reasons for generally higher ICCs in this study compared to previous reports, we find three possible causes. First, this study was performed at ultra-high magnetic field (7 Tesla) . Higher magnetic fields offer not only higher MR signals but also increased BOLD-related signal changes, effectively increasing signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios (Ugurbil et al., 2003) .
Second, imaging data was acquired using a protocol employing high spatial resolution (1.5x1.5x1mm³). Only such high-resolution approaches will compensate the increased signal losses from dephasing effects along susceptibility borders (Merboldt et al., 2001) and enable us to fully benefit from the higher sensitivity at 7T (Sladky et al., 2013) . Third, we want to suggest that randomization of stimuli might be a factor increasing re-test responses. In an animal study, Herry et al. (2007) found decrease habituation patterns in specific amygdalar neurons for unpredictable stimuli. It can be summarized that all the three factors together might have contributed to increased reliability. Future work has to be done to isolate the three factors in order to explain how strong each of them contributes to improved reliability measures.
Summary
Taken together, at group level we have found replicable activation in the amygdala during facial emotion processing across all premises, including repeated measurements, task instructions and imaging parameters. In addition, we have also shown habituation effects in amygdala response amplitude within sessions that were remarkably similar across repeated sessions. We conclude that using high-resolution multi-band imaging methods it is possible to obtain replicable activation maps in the amygdala at 7 Tesla. These results are suitable to inform methods on the feasibility and validity of amygdala fMRI and encourage future studies using this facial emotion processing in clinical and nonclinical applications.
